The sleeping musician. arisToTle's VegeTaTiVe soul and ralph cudworTh's plasTic naTure diana stanciu Summary while trying to invalidate descartes' sharp division between matter and intellect as res extensa and res cogitans, ralph cudworth opposes physiology as mechanically conceived and replaces it with the concept of 'plastic nature'. This plastic nature is responsible for order and regularity as signs of the incorporeal principles guiding cudworth's 'intellectual system of the universe,' at both the macrocosmic and microcosmic level. however, plastic nature is described just as a mark of the intellect in the entire corporeal world and not as a part or a faculty of the intellect itself. it is actually deprived of awareness and knowledge. moreover, the human soul is not itself conscious of the activity of plastic nature within itself, within the soul. This complex account of plastic nature may be generated by cudworth's attempt to harmonise such different sources as plato, aristotle, plotinus, the stoics, galen, harvey, paracelsus and van helmont while simultaneously trying to challenge descartes' definition of being as cogitation and self-awareness. and mosheim, cudworth's later editor and translator into latin, may have further cultivated the ambiguity of the concept of plastic nature.
Mechanical physiology and plastic nature. Two opposed concepts
in his True Intellectual System of the Universe (1678), ralph cudworth asserts that human souls are not always conscious of whatever they have in them, in the same way that a sleeping musician is not himself conscious of his musical skills and songs, which are nevertheless still somehow inside him. Thus, it should be possible for the soul to possess some vital energy without being expressly conscious of it.1 otherwise, human souls in 'profound sleeps, lethargies and apoplexies' and also 'the embryos in the womb' would cease to have any being.2 Therefore, cudworth's ostensible assumption is that awareness is not essential to life. and in support of that, he presents two types of actions that humans perform 'non-attendingly'.3 First, he explains that one cannot always tell how one's brain is affected by different 'motions and figurations' in one's 'phantastic thoughts', just as one is not aware of that 'vital sympathy' by which one's soul is united to the body, but only of its effects. second, he shows that sometimes one cannot even tell how one's soul is affected by the different motions of one's own body.4 To illustrate the first case, he gives the example of dreams, in which 'cogitations' and 'coherent dialogues' between the soul and other persons develop without the soul itself being aware of them, although the soul itself remains 'the poet and inventor of the whole fable'.5 For the second case, his first example is that of respiration or 'that motion of the diaphragma and other muscles', of which the soul is not always conscious, especially while asleep. he follows this with the example of the motion of the heart, where he quotes harvey, 'that curious and diligent inquirer into nature', against descartes, who offers a mechanical explanation of the systole and diastole as caused by some 'pulsific', corporeal quality in the substance of the heart itself.6 mechanism is actually refuted, together with atheism, at the very beginning of cudworth's True Intellectual System of the Universe, not only in connection with the human body, but also with regard to the whole universe, and referring not only to descartes, but to his ancient sources as well. This refutation of mechanism and of its ancient atomist antecedents is based not only on platonic views (as one might expect from a 'cambridge platonist' like cudworth),7 but also on those of aristotle. indeed, cudworth tries to demonstrate the concordance between the platonists and aristotle in their refutation of atomism. he quotes aristotle extensively in
